Characteristic Cellular of the Vaginal Epithelium of Llamas (Lama glama) Captive in the State of Jalisco
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Abstract
With the objective of contributing data regarding the characteristic cellular forms in vaginal smear of Llamas (Lama glama) and to determine their structural forms in different physiologic states, pregnant, nurslings and you empty, they were carried out vaginal smear of 15 Llamas in captivity condition in the State of Jalisco, Mexico. In the empty Llamas of the 10 to the 30 days post weaning the superficial cells spread to go down from 41% to 7% of presence and the 30 days post weaning the intermediate cells they spread to ascend from 58% to 98% of presence. In the pregnant Llamas in the first month of gestation the naviculars cells were observed in more percentage 86% and the cells flakes in smaller presence 10%, while to the 9° month of gestation increase the presence of cells flakes of 10% to 44% and they diminished the naviculars of 86% to 55%. In the Llamas in nursing of the 10 to the 30 days of nursing the cells flakes spread to ascend from 16% to 54%, the opposite happened to the intermediate cells that spread to go down from 83% to 42% to the 30 days of nursing. The cellular differences in the vaginal epithelium of the Llamas could serve like a tool in the diagnostic of gestation and fertility.
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Introduction
The principle of the vaginal cytology is based on identifying the type and the percentage of cells in the different stages of the cycle estral, since the hormonal changes of the vagina during the cycle are reflected in the morphology of their cells epithelials [1]. The vaginal cytology is used in most of the species to determine stages of the cycle estral in which is the female, for what is a procedure broadly used in veterinary medicine, [2], and it is used with a lot of effectiveness to determine stadiums of the cycle estral in dogs and cats [3] Stornelli [4] mentions that in the canines with estro 80% of superficial cells is observed, while in the cats with estro 88% of superficial cells is observed [5], while in the necklace Pecarí (Tayassu tajacu). Mayor et al. [6] found 60% of superficial cells in estro in the vaginal smear of Alpacas (Vicugna pacos). In a work it found differences in the vaginal epithelium among empty and pregnant Alpacas observing similar cells to other species [7]. The camelids has an unique ovarian cycle, they are induced ovuladores, but their hormonal physiology differs of other ovuladores induced as the rabbit or the cat, [8,9] and they don’t present estacionality for photoperiod [10]. The camelids are considered as seasonal reproducers in its natural habitat during the warmest, humid months and of more forage readiness [11]. The vagina of the Llamas measures from 15 to 25cm from the hymen to the cervix and approximately 5 diameter cm [12], these characteristics are necessary to understand its ignorance since it takes us to have a poor yield of breeding, compared with other conventional species [13].

For such a reason the present study intends to carry out a classification at cellular level in the characteristic ways in vaginal smear of Llamas (Lama glama) captive, and to determine its structural forms in different physiologic states as a tool of diagnose reproductive.

Materials and Methods
15 females were chosen under captivity conditions belonging to hatcheries peculiar of the state of Jalisco, Mexico, with a corporal condition, weigh and age average of 4-5, 115±8 kg and 4.5±1.5, of which 9 were pregnant, 3 empty and 3 nurslings. For the taking of the samples we use the technique described by Wave [14] where we use a hyssop of soaked sterile cotton with solution of chloride of sodium to 0.9% which 8 cm was introduced inside the vagina...
carrying out rotational movements against the vaginal wall with the purpose of extracting cells that come off in a natural way rotating the hyssop on a portaobjetts, later on noticing with ethyllic alcohol of 90°, for the tint that of Giemsa it was preferred and you proceeded that recommended by Lynch [15] where once fixed with alcohol it allows to dry off and it dives for a while in the coloring Giemsa from 15 to 30 minutes, later that washes himself with distilled water and dried off to the environment. The observation to the microscope one carries out with increase of 100X and immersion oil, the opposing cells were classified following the approach of Schutte, [16] in you scale, intermediate, naviculars and superficial.

**Results**

**Figure 1:** The following figure shows us the cellular activity from the first month of gestation up to the ninth in the 9 copies.

**Figure 2:** That shows us the cellular differences in the 3 copies of Llamas revised to the 10, 20 and 30 days search it weans.

As it is appreciated in the Figures 1, 2&3 previous to the first month of gestation the naviculars cells were observed in bigger percentage 86% and the flakes cells in smaller presence 10%, the opposite to the 9° month of gestation where it increase the presence of flakes cells of 10% to 44% and they diminished the naviculars of 86% to 55%. One can observe that of the 10 to the 30 days post weaning the superficial cells spread to go down from 41% to 7% of presence and the 30 days post weaning the Intermediate ones they spread to ascend from 58% to 98%, what resembles each other with the cat tames that it not indicates the existence of levels estrogenicos in the one post weaning early, [17]. As it is observed in the previous graph, of the 10 to the 30 days of nursing the cells flakes spread to ascend from 16% to 54% and the opposite happened to the intermediate cells that spread to go down from 83% to 42% to the 30 days.
Discussion and Conclusion

In the pregnant Llamas in the first month of gestation the navicular cells were observed in bigger percentage 86% and the flakes cells in smaller presence 10%, while to the 9th month of gestation increase the presence of flakes cells of 10% to 44% and they diminished the naviculars of 86% to 55%. In the empty Llamas of the 10 to the 30 days post weaning the superficial cells spread to go down from 41% to 7% of presence. To the 30 days post weaning in the empty Llamas the Cells intermediate spread to ascend from 58% to 98% of presence. as long as in the Llamas in nursing of the 10 to the 30 days of nursing the flakes cells spread to ascend from 16% to 54%. The opposite happened to the intermediate cells that spread to go down from 83% to 42% to the 30 days of nursing. The cellular differences in the vaginal epithelium of the Llamas could serve like a tool in the diagnostic of gestation and fertility.
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Figure 3: Where show us the cellular characteristics in the 3 Llamas in nursing, from the 10 days up to the 30.